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Abstract 
 

Work package 6 of CONFIDENCE performed research on visualization of uncertainties, in particular 
in the early phase of an emergency. This work was performed in close cooperation with WP1 and 
WP5 of the CONFIDENCE project. Basic ideas of the concepts were reported earlier in Deliverable 
D9.33 “Indicators for robust decision making”. In this deliverable, the basic concepts to “robustness” 
of countermeasure strategies and quantifying the uncertainty in and reliability of results from 
simulation models in general were described. In this deliverable, we focus on the realization of that 
concept as prototyping in the JRODOS system (task of WP6) and understanding or interpretation of 
the presented prototypes (maps) by decision-makers. These prototypes were presented in several 
workshops together with WP5 of CONFIDENCE. Most of the observations from these panel meetings 
were reported in the deliverable D9.29 “Guidelines on tools for communication of uncertainties”. 
Therefore, we concentrate on the prototyping and partially on results from panel meetings that 
were not much discussed in the other reports. 
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1 Introduction 
As identified in WP1 of CONFIDENCE, the source term and weather are dominating parameters that 

influence decision-making in the pre-release and release phases. To deal with these uncertainties, so 

called “ensembles” of weather and source terms can be used for defining the possible range of results 

affected by these two items.  

An ensemble is characterised by a set of realisations of one instance, e.g. instead of one weather 

forecast, 10-20 weather forecasts with slightly changed input parameters are calculated for one 

weather situation. In this respect, not one deterministic representation of that weather situation will 

become available for the simulation models but an ensemble of realisations. Such ensembles are part 

of the output national weather services can provide and are published operationally. Ensembles of 

source terms are not operationally available. RASTEP (Knochenhauer 2013), a probabilistic tool for 

estimating of source terms is able to provide source terms with a probability of occurrence. From there, 

several source terms could be extracted and used as an ensemble for the possible range of source 

terms. A further approach was described in Mathieu 2017, using a larger set of ensemble members. 

When combining e.g. 20 meteorological ensembles with fife source terms, a set of 100 possible 

combinations can be sued for the assessment. Such work was performed in WP1 of CONFIDENCE with 

scenario calculations for Borssele and Fukushima. Within WP6, an ensemble generator was developed 

allowing performing as many ensemble assessments as needed. This was realised as prototype in the 

JRODOS system (see e.g. Ehrhardt, Weis, 2000 and Ievdin et al., 2010). Realisations from work of WP1 

and WP6 were presented in several stakeholder panels conducted within CONFIDENCE as shown in the 

following table. 

Country/Event Method for input 

collection 

Number of 

participants 

Participants 

Slovak Republic Workshop 21 Decision-makers involved at 

different levels of the emergency 

preparedness, response and recovery 

management activities. 

NERIS workshop 2019 Workshop  19 Experts and decision-makers from 

various countries 

Spain Interviews 3 Expert decision-makers from 

different emergency planning and 

response organisations 

Greece Workshop 15 Students of Inter-University 

Postgraduate Course in Medical-

Radiation Physics 

Norway/Sweden Discussions during 

lectures 

15 + 23 Students of the course on radiation 

in the environment and NEA/SU 

Radiation Protection course 

RICOMET 2018 

conference 

Discussion after 

presentation 

53 Experts with different tasks in 

emergency management  

European Radiation 

Protection week  2019 

Discussion with Poster many Experts with different tasks in 

emergency management 

Table 1; Overview of the methods that were used for testing maps and the types of stakeholders 
that participated in the discussions (from Perko et al 2019)  

 

Further to these workshops, a poster was prepared for the European Radiation Protection Week 

(ERWP19) and presented during two days in October 2019. Findings of that will be also reported. 
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This report is structured as follows.  

 Introduction – this section 

 General aspects of visualisation  

 Visualisation of ensembles and end-users suggestions, 

 Visualisation of robustness indicators and end-users suggestions 

 Visualisation of food-chain maps (from WP4) and discussions at ERPW2019 

 Conclusions 

The main focus is on the realisation of the visualisation framework and key findings from the 

workshops mentioned above will be reported. 

2 General Aspects of Visualisation  

2.1 Introduction  
Radiation protection decision makers and emergency responders face various levels of uncertainty. In 

order to fulfil the tasks of emergency response, responders rely on radiation and dose maps in addition 

to source estimation in order to develop response plans. During discussions, several sources of 

uncertainty were identified for radiological events especially: 1) source uncertainty and 2) 

meteorology.  A visual representation for the data uncertainty conveys the uncertainty associated with 

the information used to derive decisions. However, conveying uncertainty only might increase the 

challenges a decision maker has to face in order to reach a well-informed robust decision. Another 

issue that is investigated is the impact of uncertainty visualization on the process decision making in 

emergency planning.  It is important to be aware of the different challenges and key principles 

necessary to develop an uncertainty visualization approach. We refer first to key work in uncertainty 

visualization then we identify the key challenges. The section concludes with the key design principles 

that could improve the process of for the design of uncertainty visualization tools for nuclear 

emergency planning. Further, it is important to analyse whether the presentation of uncertainty on 

maps alters the way decision makers address the responsibilities of emergency planning 

 

2.2 The Meaning of Uncertainty Representation  
To visually represent uncertainty we identify key work that defines sources and meanings of 

uncertainty. Pang defined uncertainty and presented three types that can impact the comprehension 

and the decisions based on the data: 1) data uncertainty; 2) derived uncertainty and 3) visual 

uncertainty. Further, Pang presented a concise taxonomy for visualization methods of uncertainty 

using glyphs including contour lines and pseudo colouring techniques (Pang 1997). While Hunter 

defined Uncertainty as the "degree to which the lack of knowledge about the amount of error is 

responsible for hesitancy in accepting results and observations with caution" (Hunter 1993). Thomson 

developed a taxonomy of uncertainty relevant to visualization (Thomson 2005) defining core aspects 

of uncertainty as: accuracy/ error, precision, completeness, consistency, lineage (provenance), 

subjectivity and interrelatedness. Work in Uncertainty can be categorized as uncertainty modelling and 

uncertainty propagation. We focus on uncertainty propagation through visual approaches.  

Data quality is related to data uncertainty since both aim at quantifying the accuracy. Data quality is 

an approach to define data accuracy focuses on development of general data quality assessment 

approaches (Leo  2002). Redman defines accuracy as the proximity of value v to value v’ in content and 

form (Redman 1997). The higher the accuracy the lower the uncertainty in the data. However, while 
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accuracy is important in reaching sound decisions for emergency responders, exactness is not practical 

for the data collected due to several uncertainty factors, for more details on the uncertainty sources 

please consult deliverables from WP1. 

 

2.3 Visual Uncertainty Representation Approaches in Literature  
We focused on a subset of the main contributors to perceptual design theory and uncertainty 

visualization for our work. Other perspectives may be equally valid. However, we focus on the most 

cited and relevant literature to our problem through presenting the main visualization driven principles 

and frameworks useful to develop our visual uncertainty representation approach. We start by the 

different approaches can be used to present an uncertainty concept visually.   

Bertin presented eight visual elements that are relevant to represent a concept visually: position, size, 

shape, value (lightness), color hue, orientation, texture (J. Bertin 1983). Bertin defines the variable as 

selective if it is able to immediately catch the attention of the viewer over the entire plane without 

considering individual marks sequentially. While Tufte identifies an effective approach to visualize a 

concept as a way to give the viewer the greatest number of ideas in the shortest time (Tufte 2001). 

Healey defines visual processing as a processes based on attentive and pre-attentive processing, where 

the pre-attentive basic visual properties are detected immediately by low level visual system and do 

not require high cognitive overload (Healey 1996). Tufte identifies six principles in order to promote 

effective pre-attentive processing in the analyst / viewer’s visual system. The five main principles could 

be summarized as follows: 1) avoid data distortion 2) support data comparison whenever possible 3) 

reveal multiple levels of detail in the data 4) integrate statistical markers, and 5) integrate text 

description into the visual representation. For a detailed account on Tufte’s principle, we refer the 

reader to (Tufte 2001). 

Ware extended the concepts presented by Tufte through identifying three principles relevant to our 

work similar to Bertin’s work, Ware referred to pre-attentive processing as one of the important 

aspects in developing effective visualization where marks can be used. Further, Ware stressed the need 

of inclusion of viewers with color blindness. Ware also mentioned that the usage of words are effective 

to present conditions (Ware 2012). 

Some of the early experimental work to visualize uncertainty for map based measurements was carried 

out by Goodchild. The main findings of the work identified colour lightness (“value”) as not an effective 

method for encoding uncertainty on bivariate choropleth maps (Goodchild 1993).  In other words, dark 

and light colours for encoding uncertainty on maps were not useful in conveying the meaning of 

uncertainty without prior training.  Thus, decision makers do not perceive lightness and darkness as 

independent without briefing. As a result, decision makers in emergency planning should be briefed 

about the meaning of darker or lighter hues in order to result in better understanding of uncertainty 

and be able to trust the meaning of the uncertainty representation.  

While Evans developed an experiment to identify effectiveness of the different options to represent 

uncertainty through dynamic display of spatial data reliability. Four options were compared 1) static 

separate maps 2) static integrated maps 3) animated maps 4) interactive maps (Evans 1997). The work 

concluded that the static integrated display was the most effective to represent uncertainty for 

decision makers since it was less confusing. As a result, it is advised to integrate the data maps and 

uncertainty maps for decision makers to represent uncertainty according to Evans experiment. While 

data and uncertainty integration could provide an effective way to represent and handle uncertainty, 

resorting to interactive maps offers an opportunity to provide more information on demand in order 

to justify or motivate a decision.  
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Leitner et al., developed a guide for encoding uncertainty using a variety of attribute which included 

saturation. The work concluded that visualization of uncertainty / certainty of the information 

significantly increases the number of correct responses for making decisions (Leitner 2000). Credible 

and certain data was encoded with lighter value or finer texture. Further, no difference in time for 

difficult or complex tasks was observed as a result of including uncertainty information.  

Edwards et al., developed four ways to encode data quality and uncertainty in static graduated circle 

maps. The methods compared included textual and uncertainty indicators (color, value, texture). A 

graduated circle map to limit  the number of levels of certainty or uncertainty was used which resulted 

in a significantly better display for the uncertainty according to the findings.  The graduated circle map 

was compared as separate display and integrated where the integrated display (uncertainty and data) 

yielded the best results (Edwards and Nelson 2001). The reason behind that is the separate display 

offers more work for the user both perceptually (scanning the map) and cognitively to construct the 

knowledge representation and digest it. As a result, the integrated is less cognitively involving and 

demanding. Thus, to present information to radiological decision makers and emergency decision 

makers it is important to have a view where both data and uncertainty meta data are combined in one 

display.  

While inter-comparisons with different ensembles can be an important part of building sound 

situational awareness for an emergency it might not lower the uncertainties perceived. As a result, 

careful selection of the model ensembles is necessary to present a balanced view on the range of 

uncertainties involved. Using reference areas has been an important recommendation by the IAEA 

through Response and Assistance Network (RANET). It is yet a challenging task to represent uncertainty 

without introducing further types or levels of uncertainty.  

 

2.4 Visual Uncertainty Representation Challenges 
Uncertainty propagates through the decision lifecycle source term estimations, measurements to 

calculate quantities in first year dose. Representing uncertainty for dose maps and contamination 

maps can be a challenging tasks. Uncertainty in the radiation protection emergency planning could 

originate from multiple sources: source estimation, meteorology, topology, release type (stack height, 

pump, fire) and measurements. Visualization of uncertainty aims to inform decision makers about the 

magnitude and the quality of uncertainty in. 

In addition to intervention guidelines, demographic needs and resource availability can have a 

significant impact on the decisions. Thus, it is important that the decisions  makers are aware of the 

level of uncertainty in the simulations , measurements of dose assessment in the different radiological 

maps. In order to design visual effective means  to aid decision makers, it is crucial to understand how 

the eye and cognitive faculties process visual information. In his work Ware describes how the eye 

works. The eye and the visual cortex of the brain form a massively parallel processor that provides the 

highest bandwidth channel into human cognitive centers  other eye and the visual cortex of the brain 

that   (Ware 1998) for Information visualization, 70% of body sense receptors reside in our eyes (Ware 

2010.) As a result, it is important to maximize the critical information that is absorbed by the recipient 

pre-attentively in a cognitively non overloading approach. Further Healy describes two modes for 

visual processing of information (Healey 1996). 

1. Attentive: requires selective and dynamic filtering of information in addition to processing 

which is more cognitively demanding.  

2. Pre-attentive: in pre attentive processing basic visual properties are detected immediately by 

the low level processing visual system. 
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Pre-attentive processing takes constant amount of time regardless of the distractors while attentive is 

a function of the amount of data and complexity. As a result, it is important to support decision makers 

with pop out uncertainty visual markers which can help support uncertainty informed decision making. 

In addition, the development of detail varying techniques that could offer more information and details 

on demand based on the information needs of the decision maker should be supported by the 

uncertainty visualization technique. We coin this term as the hide and seek information revealing 

technique. Supporting decision makers with pop out uncertainty visual markers can help support 

uncertainty informed decision making and decrease the need to carry out attentive serial visual search. 

Thus, well designed visual representation can offer constant algorithmic and time complexity for item 

search in a graphic representation for a map. 

 

2.5 Uncertainty Visualization Process  
There has been several efforts to define the process of uncertainty visualization. This section identifies 

some of the relevant efforts and concludes by presenting our reference model for uncertainty 

visualization. One of the early attempts to spell out the different stages of uncertainty visualization in 

the field of human computer interaction comes from Pang (Pang 1997). The work of pang defines the 

visualization pipeline which relies on three stages; 1) acquisition, 2) transformation and 3) 

visualization.  Acquisition includes the process of identifying necessary data, measurements or 

simulations that could be necessary to build sound situational awareness and understanding. While 

transformation includes the process of identifying the suitable approaches to present the data and the 

necessary methods to minimize side effects from uncertainty representation which might add extra 

uncertainty to the process. The last stage according to Pang is to present the uncertainty information 

in a graphics format that can include glyphs, maps and or textual conditions.  

While Riverio presented an uncertainty visualization process which incorporates the decision making 

in the process in addition to an uncertainty encoding stage (Riverio 2007). Riverio refers to a variety of 

input attributes that can be mapped to source details, meteorological forecast, source term 

estimation, measurement data and atmospheric dispersion model . Dasgupta also defined a similar 

process where the sources of uncertainty are fused before processing or propagating uncertainty 

further (Dasgupta 2012). We present our reference model for uncertainty visualization for decision 

makers in figure 1. The process includes 4 stages relying on the classical model of computing (input, 

processing and output) which is used by stakeholders to derive decisions during an emergency 

planning process. 
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Figure 1: Reference Visualization Process 

 

2.6 Summary of Design Recommendations  for Uncertainty Visualization  
In order to support decision makers to process complex details while reducing heavily cognitive 

consuming details the following recommendation offer guidelines to representing uncertainty 

effectively: 

 Promote selective perception of the eye and emphasize the important regions and points 

 Support irretrievability to provide explanation / reasoning behind the recommendation. 

 Identify actionable recommendations in different uncertainty levels; whenever possible opt 

for robust adaptive strategies; we refer the reader to deliverable “Robust Indicators” 

deliverable D9.33 for more on robust and adaptive strategies. 

 Address colour blindness or low illumination conditions. 

 Fuse different uncertainty magnitudes in one (source choice, measurements etc..)  

 Limit the number of uncertainty levels to 2 to 5 maximum; preferably less levels are easier to 

reason with and make decisions based on them. 

 Limit the introduction of new uncertainty in the visualization process.  

 Plan for training / briefing the decision makers through focus groups / concise tutorials before 

usage of the uncertainty indicators. 

 Express conditions and preconditions textually in the design and avoid representing them 

visually. 
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2.7 Summary of Recommendation Guidelines for Visual Uncertainty Usage  
We list the following guidelines to use uncertainty in a radiation protection context for the different 

users:  

1. Raise awareness visually with the risks, costs and benefits of using uncertain data (imperfect 

data). 

2. Avoid using the data for its unintended purpose; thus a clear labelling is highly important for 

the different maps used. 

3. Ensure that the decision makers have an understanding of how the uncertainty might impact 

their decisions, for example, employ pessimistic, optimistic, check other data sets, look for 

robust strategies).  

4. Provide actionable uncertainty recommendations to ensure that uncertainty can bring more 

insights and reduce the chances of poorly informed decisions. Actionable recommendations 

can include a collection of further actions such as measurements, identification of population 

affected by decisions, reassessment of population needs and risks. 

5. Understanding the impact of uncertainty on risk governance strategy followed/ developed by 

the decision makers  might require  understanding the driving psychological forces of the users 

(risk aversion and responsibility ownership). 

6. The uncertainty quantification should be mentioned clearly whether it is textual, visual or both 

methods. 

7. Providing actionable recommendations is an important step towards increasing the value from 

the uncertainty representation. 

8. Support for examining patterns and distributions in the map might be useful in addition to 

magnitudes to identify robust decisions. 

9. Emphasizing points and regions that might have a specific level of uncertainty might help focus 

attention of the decision makers to regions that the radiological experts need to pay extra 

attention to the policies devised due to high uncertainty degrees.  

 

 

3  Visualisation of ensembles – ensemble generator of JRODOS 

3.1 Introduction 
At present, simulation models and decision support systems (DSS) used for radiological and nuclear 

emergency management mainly provide deterministic result endpoints. On the one hand, this is 

caused by the request of the end users to provide results as soon as possible, limiting often the time 

for input, calculation, and report preparation to one hour. On the other hand, ensemble output from 

the national weather services became operational only recently.  

Within CONFIDENCE, the objective is to realise ensemble assessments in the operational context 

without aiming to move from the existing hardware to supercomputers. This will be reported in a 

deliverable of WP1 on “Guidelines for the use of ensemble calculations in an operational context, 

indicators to assess the quality of uncertainty modelling and ensemble calculations, and tools for 

ensemble calculation for use in emergency response”.  

Within WP6, the JRODOS DSS was extended by an ensemble generator and an ensemble visualisation 

engine which are described in the following. 
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3.2 Ensemble generator and processing 
The ensemble generator was developed to allow the simulation of weather and source term scenarios. 

The current implementation was tested with the NOMADS1 numerical weather provider. However, the 

methodology is applicable for any national weather provider delivering ensemble meteorological data. 

NOMADS provides 20 ensemble members. To deal with this, JRODOS was extended to allow the 

simulation of as many ensemble members available within one simulation step. This was realised for 

the complete emergency model chain, comprising atmospheric transport and dispersion, early 

countermeasures and food chain modelling. As source terms are also uncertain, the user can define 

also source term ensembles. Assuming 3 source terms, the ensemble generator defines 60 instances 

(combining each weather ensemble with one of the three source terms) which are processed by 

JRODOD. To account for modern hardware, the user can define the number of runs to be performed 

in parallel. The results of the 60 simulations are stored in the database for further processing.  

The processing of the results is done via the module Ensemble processing. This allows to define one 

ensemble – the 60 calculations – to be processed for visualisation either as percentile or density map. 

The following describes the steps in setting up the necessary input and shows examples of the 

visualisation.  

 

The first step is the definition of special ensemble weather providers. Depending on the number of 

ensembles, the same number of special weather providers has to be defined. This is necessary to be 

done once when a new weather provider is implemented in the JRODOS system.  

 

                                                           
1 http://www.ftp.ncep.noaa.gov/data/nccf/com/gfs/prod/ 
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Figure 2: Definition of individual ensemble weather provider 

In a second step the mapping of provider to the JRODOS system has to be defined. As before, this is 

done once the new provider is integrated into the system. 

 

Figure 3: Mapping of the ensemble weather provider 
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Once these two basic customisation steps are completed, the ensemble generator can be called (see 

Figure 4). The ensemble generator requires a basic scenario that has to be defined once and is shown 

in our example as “slovak-ensemble-test-22.02.xml” file. In the next step, the ensembles that should 

be used in the simulation has to be defined from the available ensembles – here shown under the 

section “Providers”. The selected ensembles are visible on the right hand side of that part of the screen. 

In the source term section, the user can define source terms, either prepared manually or received via 

a software tool, for consideration by the ensemble generator. In Figure 4, three source terms are 

defined. Together with the source term, also the weight of each source term can be defined. This is 

not necessary for the meteorological ensembles as it is assumed that they have equal weights. The 

“Pack size” defines how many parallel runs are performed by the system. Typically, one selects here 

an amount equal to 50%-70% of the available cores on the workstation. The delay stays with 30 

seconds, indicating that a new set of parallel runs should start once the former set is completed.  

 

Figure 4: Main input of the ensemble generator 

Once the input is submitted, a project named “ensemble-generator…” is created in the project window 

 

Figure 5: New ensemble project in the project window of JRODOS 
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The total amount of scenarios that need to run is defined by the amount of the selected weather 

providers multiplied by the number of source terms.  

The ensemble processing model starts with the selection of one former ensemble run (see Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6: Selection of project for visualisation 

In the ensemble visualisation window, the user defines results that should be processed and visualised. 

In our example, the evacuation areas are selected and density function requested. Besides density, 

also percentiles can be requested.  

 

Figure 7: Selection end points for visualisation 

 

In the following, results of the visualisation for one particular scenario are presented. 30 ensemble 

runs using 10 different weather scenarios with three different source terms were applied. The maps 

show the aggregated fraction of ensemble runs resulting in EMERSIM recommended evacuation of an 

area. A fraction of one is reached when all ensemble runs recommend evacuation in the given area, 

0.5 if 50% of ensemble recommend evacuation etc. The user can freely adjust colour tables used for a 

map presentation in JRODOS to meet individual preferences and requirements, the styles shown below 

are some examples. 

Figures 7 – 12 show possibilities to visualise probability maps. 
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Figure 8: Map from the JRODOS ensemble processor for ensemble runs with a grey scale colour 
table for evacuation fractions between 0> and <1 and red colour for values of 1 to achieve a high 
contrast 

 

Figure 9: Map from the JRODOS ensemble processor for ensemble runs with a rainbow colour table 
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Figure 10: Map from the JRODOS ensemble processor for ensemble runs with a Glow over colour 
table resulting in a strong contrast of fractions above 0.9 shown in green 

 

 

Figure 11: Map from the JRODOS ensemble processor for ensemble runs with blue colour table and 
added contour plots separating areas with fraction borders of 1, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2 
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Figure 12: Maps from the JRODOS ensemble processor for ensemble runs with blue colour table 
and A) area with fractions of 1, B) area with fractions between <1 and 0.5 and C) area with 
fractions between <0.5 and 0.2 

 

 

The ensemble generator was also tested with the WP1 scenario Borssele-2. This special realisation 

used 10 ensembles and 5 source terms with modified start times (-6h, -3h, 0h, +3h, +6h). Results can 

be seen in Figure 13and Figure 14. The colour code was modified in Figure 14 to show the more 

affected areas in reddish colour.  

 

 
Figure 13: Map for the Borssele-2 scenario related to distribution of iodine to children – default 
colour code with isolines of 20% and 50% percentiles 
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Figure 14: Map for the Borssele-2 scenario related to distribution of iodine to children – adapted 
colour code with isolines of 20% and 50% percentiles 
 

3.3 User’s suggestions to improve visualisation on these maps 
In general, participants expressed the view that “some maps are suitable for experts but not for general 

population or first responders”, as well as that “maps for decision-makers are not appropriate for the 

general public”.  The interviewed experts highlighted the usefulness of maps to decide and 

communicate about preparedness and response to a nuclear emergency; but, at the same time, they 

all agree that there are many uncertainties that are difficult to represent in the maps. Some of them 

highlighted that real measurements in the potentially contaminated zones are needed to take good 

decisions for the protection of the population. “The fundamental advantage of the maps is that they 

delimit very much the areas in which you have to act because deposition depends on a specific wind 

direction. They help to delimit the contaminated area, define the dominant wind direction, and in case 

there had been rain, where the largest deposition will be. That is true, but you also have uncertainties, 

clearly.” Finally, it has also been shown that training is important for effective empirical analysis of 

complex information display interpretation, but it is usually not carried out to a sufficient extent. The 

following suggestions for visual improvements of maps were collected by users: 

 Improve format of the map. Users commented on the map as the basis or “canvas” that the 

information about the specific emergency is placed onto. Such basic map information should 

include, for instance, cities and main infrastructure. The basic maps could use the format of Google 

Maps or other common map format that people use on their mobile phones as familiarity with the 

format will be beneficial. In addition, Users suggested that maps should include additional 

information that will be useful in decision-making on the various countermeasures. This 

information could include roads and evacuation routes, villages and towns, population density, Civil 

Protection objects, hospitals, water reservoirs, crops, and flocks etc. Also distance and wind 

direction were identified as the key elements to be included in a map for decision-makers. The end-

users suggested produce non-interactive or interactive interfaces in order to reduce complexity of 

information presented on maps. 
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 Improve design of the map. Users suggested to improve the “look and feel” of the map layout, 

which includes colours selection and use of graphics to indicate different zones. The map should 

contain concentric circles around the centre of the emergency that would indicate the different 

emergency zones as this would be helpful for establishing the different protection measures. 

Concentric circles could be used instead of colouring the areas, in order to make clear where an 

emergency zone begins and where it ends. In addition, users pointed out that there are several 

aspects that should be considered when choosing colour coding for the maps: it should have 

enough colour contrast with the base map, be suitable for those who are colour blind or have 

limited or partial blindness, and carefully selected (e.g. orange and red shades should not be used 

for low doses). Colour codes should match with the once already in use in nuclear emergency drills 

and exercises within the country. Colours should be also transparent enough to make streets, roads, 

borders of countries, cities and other additional information visible on the existing map. Users 

suggested that representation of any data that are not necessary should be avoided, in order to 

make the map simpler. Digitalisation and automatic system of maps sharing are needed. The maps 

should be electronic in order to present layers of information. There should be at least two areas 

indicated on the same map: the first area where countermeasures have been implemented and the 

second area where the countermeasures are recommended. Users pointed out that tutorials and 

explanations should be available to understand information about likelihood correctly. 

Transparency of layers from calculations, indicating priority zones was requested by users. 

 

 Improve supplementary data. The elements that make the map more understandable for users, 

such as the legend and the title should be carefully considered. The information on the probability 

of sheltering provided in terms of percentages is perceived as very useful in terms of decision-

making. According to end-users, information on source of uncertainty and meaning of uncertainty 

should be included in the legend. In addition, informative title of map and scale information is 

needed. Users suggested that colour codes should be clarified in the legends and doses or units 

should be avoided. They suggested that a reference about the validity period and the date of the 

next update are included. 

 

 Improve uncertainty representation. Specific ideas of end-users about how uncertainty should be 

incorporated into maps were collected. Uncertainties can be presented on maps as colour hue and 

colour value (in other words lightness and brightness), transparency, or colour saturation. 

Uncertainties can be presented on maps as well with extrinsic techniques, i.e. when additional 

graphical objects are used to represent uncertainty, typically approaches using glyphs or error bar. 

Nature of task that a stakeholder has in emergency management has an important role for the 

usability of uncertainty visualization (in our testing often domain experts were unable to articulate 

what their preferred uncertainty visualisation methods were because they were convinced that this 

strongly depends on the task). Complementary approaches are needed to characterize static and 

dynamic methods for signifying uncertainty visually, for user tasks related to uncertainty 

signification, and for the ways in which interactivity can apply to enable user access to data, its 

uncertainty and their combination. 
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4 Indicators for the adequacy of particular data as a basis for decision-making: robustness indicators 
Following the work reported in deliverable D33 “Indicators for robust decision making”, a colour code with five colour was selected.  

Endpoint 
Early phase (pre-

release and release) 

Early phase based on 

ensemble modelling* 

Early phase based on 

data assimilation (food 

and source term) ** 

Transition phase 
Long-term recovery 

phase 

Dose maps red yellow red-yellow yellow green 

Dose rate maps red yellow red-yellow yellow green 

Countermeasure areas 
red-yellow yellow red-yellow yellow green 

Plume arrival time red-yellow yellow n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Concentration in feed 

and foodstuffs 
red yellow yellow-green yellow green 

Concentration in rivers 

from run-off 
red n.a. n.a. yellow  n.a. 

Concentration in rivers 

from direct release 
red-yellow n.a. n.a. yellow yellow 

Concentration in lakes 

and reservoirs 
red n.a. n.a. yellow yellow 

Concentration in marine 

food products 
red n.a. n.a. yellow yellow 

Inhabited area 

countermeasures 
red yellow yellow yellow green 

Food countermeasures red yellow yellow yellow green 

Table 2: indicator system based on five colours (* indicates that performance should be increased if ensembles are very close; ** as long as 
release is ongoing assimilation of source term is uncertain)  
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Figure 15: Selected colour scheme as robustness indicator based on the French nutriscore scheme 

The scheme selected is shown in Figure 15. The benefit here is the letter that is visible together with 

the colour thus dyschromatopsia (red-green problem) is resolved with this.  

The purpose of the robustness indicators is to tell end users if a result is appropriate for decision 

making indicating the range of uncertainty/quality linked with it. For testing the approach in the panels, 

a prototype was realised in JRODOS, however, not provided in the 2019 release. The reason for this is 

the processing of combined uncertainties/qualities of input. Assuming that the source term and the 

weather data have different classifications rules have to be established to find a classification of results 

that are based on the two input parameters. The following ideas were developed but require further 

discussions with end users 

 If two different grades are given in the input (e.g. source term D and weather C), take the worst 

one for the result, e.g. D 

 Weather data from re-analysis is one grade better than the prognostic data 

 If mixed quality of input is given (e.g. weather data from re-analysis and prognosis), the worst 

one is used 

 If results are based on monitoring, the second grade (B) is indicated 

 For some aggregated results (e.g. areas for countermeasures) the grade is +1 of that from the 

worst input 

In general, some of the values will be predefined but all can be changed by the user. To discuss at least 

the approach as such, the scheme was integrated into JRODOS. The following figures show their 

realisation in the emergency model chain. 

 

 

In the examples of Figure 16 and Figure 17, only the basic input ideas are presented and no further 

processing was realised. However, these pictures were used for the discussion in the panels.  
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Figure 16: Input selection for the indicator in the weather tab of the Emergency model chain 

 

 

Figure 17: Indicator shown in the result tree and the map window – with explanation 
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4.1 User’s suggestions to improve the robustness indicator 
 

Some users liked the presentation and they support the robustness indicator as a legend, colour 

scheme and letters indication, since these symbols nicely correspond the scales that they are familiar 

with: e.g. to energy consumption indication and letters correspond to school grades. Opposite to this 

favourite opinion, some users expressed concerns that this presentation may be misinterpreted as 

indication for contamination (E red=contaminated). Users suggested to improve symbols in order to 

be clear that they indicate reliability and uncertainty level and not contamination. They pointed out 

that user can easily misinterpret it. The symbol should indicate that this is reliability indication. They 

said: “If I see green, the first think at my mind is “oh, it is green, thus no food restrictions. This is wrong.”  

End-users also questioned whether decision-makers would understand that this is reliability. They 

pointed out that decision-makers may misinterpret symbols and colours. They also expressed doubts 

whether experts in general would use these indications. Quite some users did not see difference 

between D and E colours, thus they suggested to use other colours. An additional concern was 

expressed related to input for the colours, users said that they might ignore this option or forget to 

give an input in the system in a stressful situation. 

 

5 Testing food-chain maps with participants of the European Radiation 

Protection Week 2019 in Stockholm 

Two radiological risk maps linked to the food-chain exposure pathway after a NPP release developed 

during WP4 (Figure 18) were tested with the participants of the ERPW2019 during two one hour long 

poster sessions. Input was collected through direct interaction with the participants, through post-it 

notes where they could write their answers and questions, and a mentimeter.com online 

questionnaire. 

 
Figure 18: - Radiological risk maps linked to the food-chain exposure pathway after a NPP release 
that were used in the testing (WP4 B. Garcia-Puerta, M. Montero – CIEMAT) 

 

The participants were asked to provide their input on the following questions: 

1. How useful would these maps be for you as a decision-maker? 

2. What other background information would you need? 

3. Would these maps be appropriate for communication with public? How might they be 

improved? 

4. How well do these maps capture uncertainties? 
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Results 

How useful would these maps be for you as a decision-maker? 

The participants were generally positive towards these maps and considered them to provide a useful 

information summary, the milk map was considered to be easier to follow than cereals map. One of 

the participants suggested that these would be rather used by supporting organizations that provide 

advice to decision-makers rather than actual decision makers, but recognized that would perhaps 

depend on the way emergency response is organized in the country. Some considered the maps 

unnecessarily detailed and overloaded and suggested that isolines with color inside could be used 

instead of color blocks and that a different visual representation for population sizes should be 

considered instead of numbers on the maps. One of the participants thought that the probability of 

occurrence was a good way to show information to the decision-makers, but questioned what the 

uncertainties on those probabilities was. 

 

What other background information would you need? 

The participants proposed several types of information that could be added to the maps to aid the 

decision-making: 

- Confidence/uncertainty levels 

- The impact on health 

- What min – max actually means (map 1) in terms of effect (e.g., you can’t grow here) 

- What kind of crops were grown in the areas. Where is milk produced and how much 

- What time scale – now, next year for ten years?  

 

Would these maps be appropriate for communication with public? How might they be improved? 

The participants generally agreed that these maps would not be appropriate for communication with 

public in general as they are too complex and do not contain information general public would be 

interested in. However, they could be used in certain situations/with certain groups, for instance, map 

for cereals might be useful for discussions with farmers; milk maybe more so for the public. At the 

same time, the maps would have to be accompanied with a message that the authorities had the 

situation under control as even 10% probability of occurrence could have an impact on consumer trust. 

Some proposed changes included: 

- Changing the color scheme (e.g. red color is perceived as scary) 

- Providing information on effects and what people in that area should do (E.g. each color 

corresponds to a decision/action) 

- Providing explanations about the scale - what does min and max mean? 

- Showing risk on the map (e.g. here you stay and here you leave) 

- Avoiding numbers unless they are put in a context 

 

How well do these maps capture uncertainties? 

The majority of the participants did not consider uncertainties to be well-represented on the map while 

others considered representation to be sufficient. They also acknowledged that it is a tricky task to 

visualize uncertainties on the maps in general and could not come up with a better alternative when 

asked about it. One of the participants wondered about the sum of all uncertainties as the maps were 

created on the base of other maps with uncertainties on each level. 
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6 Conclusions 
Within WP6 of CONFIDENCE particular tools were developed and implemented in JRODOS to 

demonstrate means for visualisation of uncertainties and robustness indicators. Visualisation 

approaches realised were based on ideas developed within WP1 of CONFIDENCE, whereas the robust 

indicators were based on the methodological work reported in deliverable D9.33. It is important to 

note, that the visualisation approach implemented can be customised to the needs of the end users, 

in particular in relation to the colour code – which was requested in the workshops. 

The two approaches were demonstrated and tested during two workshops. Details on the visualisation 

were reported in Perko et al. 2019; on robustness in this report. For visualisation one can conclude, 

that the approach is promising but details on the representation on a map picture requires further 

discussion, fine-tuning and possibly also training. For the robustness indicators, the result was 

different, as there also rejection could be observed.  

As written in chapter 3, one of the higher ranked visualisation scheme was finally implemented in the 

operational version 2019 of JRODOS for the further exploration in emergency centres. The robustness 

indicators were not implemented so far as the results indicate the need for further discussion with end 

users. This will be achieved during the next users’ group meeting that is scheduled for mid of 2020. 

Following that discussion, decision will be taken if the robust indicator approach will be implemented 

or not.  

In general, one can conclude that visualisation of uncertainties via probability or density maps is very 

important for decision making and should become the standard in future – assuming that the 

computational resources are available to keep the processing time – typically one hour – requested by 

the end user. The implementation of the ensemble generator and ensemble visualisation in the 

operational JRODOS version from August 2019 demonstrates the dissemination strength of the 

CONFIDENCE project. 

In order to aid the decision-making on the various countermeasures, a range of additional information 

should be available on maps besides the radiological situation (e.g. cities, population size, roads, 

drinking water reservoirs, evacuation routes etc.) pointed out end-users of these maps. However, since 

it is also important to keep the maps simple, interactive interfaces where different layers with 

additional information could be turned on and off when needed should be used. The design of the 

maps should be carefully thought through to make sure that it represents information in the most 

comprehensive way. The choice of colour coding should take into account existing colour codes that 

are already in use, the way different colours are perceived by people (e.g. red=danger); it should have 

enough contrast with the base map and be visible for people with disabilities. In addition, maps should 

include informative legends with supplementary information on uncertainty among other things. It is 

extremely hard for people who are not used to maps and have not received any training to start using 

them in an emergency situation. Therefore, appropriate training and exercises for the use of maps are 

needed for the various stakeholders that will need to be involved in the decision-making. Where 

possible, uncertainty should be indicated on the maps and there are several solutions to how these 

could be presented, for example by varying brightness of colours, level of transparency and colour 

saturation, using glyphs and error bars. However, this representation will have to be situation-specific, 

since studies in suggested that even the expert participants were unable to articulate what their 

preferred uncertainty visualization methods were because they were convinced that this strongly 

depends on the task. 
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Due to all these we suggest as part of further research work, a set of research topics targeting 

improving format, design and uncertainty presentation and to further investigate reasons for potential 

misinterpretations and misleading information. 
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